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中 文 摘 要 ： 在趨化系統調控下，藉由轉動方向改變細菌運動行為，鞭毛是細菌
游泳時最主要的胞器。鞭毛的結構由超過二十種蛋白自組裝而成
，因而是也是自組織研究的重要樣本，並且是仿生科學的參考範例
。不過，雖然鞭毛組成的細節已經過充分的研究，但對於如大腸桿
菌的多鞭毛菌來說，在缺乏如同端點鞭毛菌具有的調控蛋白下，鞭
毛在數量與在細菌表面位置的調控機制仍是未解的問題。在前期的
觀察中，我們已發現，鞭毛基底蛋白匯聚集在以生成鞭毛底座周圍
。在本計畫中，我們提出藉由超解析的單分子螢光顯微術，針對大
腸桿菌鞭毛最先聚集之FliF與FlhA兩種蛋白，量測其於細菌表面之
分布，並解析其初始組成形為。在進一步的分析其空間位點分布下
，此二蛋白分子的聚集行為與其可能的形成機制也取得了解析。首
先，FlhA蛋白在聚集形成的過程中扮演主動的角色，起始聚集狀態
的形成，而聚集的穩定則需要FliF蛋白的參與才能達成。並且，藉
由聚集體的尺寸變化，我們確認這種聚集現象在野生株細胞的原始
狀態下變已存在。而此聚集的現象可為在不同的蛋白質表現量下
，提供細胞內緩衝的功能。

中文關鍵詞： 鞭毛分子組織、分子自組裝、單分子顯微術、群聚分析

英 文 摘 要 ： Regulated by the chemotaxis system, the bacterial
flagellum, the major organelle for swimming, alter the
bacterial motion behaviors with the respective directions
of rotation.  Assembled by more than 20 different proteins,
it becomes the ideal case of self-assembly and one of the
classical models of biomimics.  After detailed studies, the
fine structure of a bacterial flagellum has been reported.
However, it is unknown how a peritrichous bacterial cell,
including E. coli, designs the number and location of its
flagella.  It is found that the proteins involving in the
initiation of flagellar assembly have been non-uniformly
surrounded by the basal bodies of existed flagella.  To
verify this coordination, the single-molecule super-
resolution microscopy has been applied to measure the
distribution and motion behaviors of the two proteins, FliF
and FlhA, in the basal bodies which involve in the first
step of the assembly process of bacterial flagella.  By
further analysis of the distribution of the protein loci,
the clustering behaviors, and the possible mechanism of the
proteins then have been resolved.  It is found that the
FlhA proteins seem to play the leading role in the
initiation of the cluster formation and the stabilization
of the cluster then requires the participation of FliF
proteins.  Further, from the variant sizes of the protein
clusters, not only the clustered type of protein assemblies
have been confirmed in the wild-type cells, the role as
buffers can be implied by the observation in cells with
different protein expression levels.



英文關鍵詞： flagellar molecule organization, molecule self-assembly,
single molecule microscopy, cluster analysis
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Introduction 

Based on the chemotaxis system and the flagellum, a bacterial cell can efficiently migrate 

toward the attractant and away from the repellent.1  To swim in the surrounding fluidics, the 

flagellum, formed by a cross-membrane basal body and a protruding filament,2, 3 is driven by the ion 

transportation across cell boundary and rotationally sweeps the filament.  To form a bacterial 

flagellum, which assembles the basal body, the helical filament, and the jointing hook, it requires 

sequentially to accumulate more than 20 different proteins and assemble tens of monomers in each 

protein. 4-6  Moreover, to remain the efficiency of rotation, many components of the basal body, 

including proteins which form the stator, the switch, and the base ring, keep renew within minutes,7, 

8 even when the flagellum is still functioning at the speed of 1000 rpm.9, 10  These properties all 

suggest that the bacterial flagellum provides a demonstration of an efficient and sustainable 

mechanical design of nano-machine. 

On the other hand, as resource-consuming organelles, it can be imagined that it is important to 

control the numbers and locations of the flagella.  Generally, it takes several generations of 

synthesis to grow a full-length filament, which is typically 3-4 fold of the cell length.11   Also, 

although the jointing hooks are soft and flexible enough to prevent the entanglement of filaments, 

the distribution and synchronization of the flagella are still the major factors of the efficient 

swimming.12, 13 It can be speculated that the location of the new flagella should be related to the 

pre-existing flagella, and this decision will later influence the swimming of cells in several 

generations.  Coupling with the initiation of the assembly process, the regulation mechanism of the 

number and location provides a fundamental aspect to understand the self-assembly of a flagellum. 

Up to now, the structures of the proteins and the assembled flagellum have been visualized by 

electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction.  Also, the numbers of the components in a flagellum 

have been confirmed via fluorescence imaging.4-6  Based on the structural and stoichiometric 

information, it is predicted once the MS-ring and export apparatus have been initially formed, the 

rest proteins will follow the assembled structure and sequentially attached to the corresponding 

sites.14  However, in the peritrichous bacteria, e.g., Salmonella typhimurium and Escherichia coli,15 

it has not yet been fully understood that how the bacterial cells regulate the number, design the 

location, and initiate the assembly of the bacterial flagella. 

Therefore, in this study, the detail of the spatial distribution of the proteins FliF and FlhA, which 

involved in the initiation of the structural assemblies have been resolved and elucidated by the 

super-resolution localization microscopy.  Two types of cluster analyses have also been applied to 

reveal the self-organization of and the interaction between the FliF and FlhA accordingly. 
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Material and Methods 

A. Fusions of FliF/FlhA and fluorescent proteins 

    To fluorescently label the target proteins, organic dyes, with high quantum efficiency, can bind 

to the specifically engineered functional group on the target proteins in fixed cells.  However, 

according to the required fixation and washing steps in the labeling processes, it will be difficult to 

apply the similar scenario on living cells in this project.  Therefore, the utilization of the fusion 

proteins of the target proteins and the fluorescent proteins become a better approach for the 

measurement of the protein dynamics and kinetics in vivo. 

On the other hand, to choose an ideal fluorescent protein for protein fusion, the first and the 

most important concern is the compatibility between the target proteins and the chosen fluorescent 

proteins.  Other than the fusions with mYFP or mTurquoise, which have been examined by Dr. 

Sourjek’s lab8, there are only a few of the fluorescent proteins shown no or minor effect on the 

original functions of FliF and FlhA proteins through the same fusion scenario.  A list of the 

fluorescent proteins has been examined in my lab (Table 1).  It can be found that only part of the 

fusion proteins can provide the correct functions as the target proteins when genetically integrate 

into the chromosome of E. coli (compatible group).  Some of the fusion proteins can only functional 

when induced by extra plasmids and co-expressed with the wild-type target proteins 

(semi-compatible group).  It suggests that the existence of the misfolding in the fusion proteins, 

which partially affect the functions of the target proteins or the fluorescent proteins.  Also, in the 

incompatible group, the defects are so serious that we can even observe the correct function by 

induction.  It surprisingly found that even in the variances from the same genetic brand with only a 

few sites in the amino acid sequence, e.g. msfGFP, PAmsfGFP, and RSmsfGFP, there are still huge 

differences on the compatibilities. 

Table 1. Compatibility of the fluorescent protein fusions 

Target Incompatible Semi-compatible Compatible 

FliF Dronpaa, PAeGFPa, 

RSeGFPa, RSmsfGFPbc 

mEos3.2b, PAmsfGFPb mTurquise, eGFP, 

msfGFP, YFP, mScarlet, 

mGeos4, mEos4 

FlhA mCherrya, Dronpaa, 

mEos4bc 

mEos3.2b, PAmsfGFPb mTurquise, eGFP, 

msfGFP, YFP, mScarlet, 

mGeos4 

a: lost fluorescence, b: not activatable/switchable/convertable, c: not assemble 

 

After the sequential examination on the compatibility, photostability and contrast of the fusion 

proteins, we finally chose mScarlet as the fluorescent protein for super-resolution imaging.  It is 

worthy to note that mScarlet is not a photo-modulatable protein, but the blinking properties before 

photo-bleaching still provide enough sampling to visualize the distribution of the fusion proteins.  

Then, we integrated the DNA sequence of mScarlet into the genome and further introduced the 

fusion of mGeos4 by inducible gene circuit on a plasmid.  Therefore, based on the imaging spectrum, 

the native and induced FliF and FlhA proteins can be individually visualized.  
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B. Fluorescent imaging and data analysis 

    To achieve the super-resolved distribution of the flagellar proteins FliF and FlhA at different 

expression levels, two major strategies were applied.  First, in all conditions, the cells were induced 

for more than three generations before the imaging process to ensure that the distribution of the 

native and induced FliF and FlhA proteins were well mixed and presented the same spatial 

distribution.  Second, an imaging protocol was applied to improve the contrast.  First, the cell 

sample was sequentially excited by the 405-nm and 488-nm lasers to ensure all the expressed 

mGeos4 fusion proteins has been switched off.  Then, a high intensity 561-nm laser excitation has 

been applied to induce the photo-bleaching and blinking process of the mScarlet fusion proteins.  It 

is worthy to note that the first hundreds of frames of the imaging sequence of mScarlet channel were 

excluded until only the resolvable blinking of individual mScarlet has appeared.  

    Before the analysis of the distribution of the loci, it is obvious that the extracted coordinates of 

the loci are not the original 3D on the rod-like cell surfaces but their 2D projectiles to the image plane.  

Therefore, not only the relative distances between loci are distorted, but the coordinates of loci on 

the upper and lower halves of a cell were merged.  To solve these issues, the imaging planes were 

always adjusted to the planes right on the surface of the cover slides, so the loci l on the far half of 

the surface can be ruled out based on the width of the spot spread. (The off-focal loci presented 

larger spot sizes.)  Then, since the cell shapes can be derived from the phase-contrast images of the 

cells, the distortion can be, therefore, corrected. 

On the other hand, to analyze the distribution of the FliF and FlhA proteins in cells based on the 

super-resolved loci extracted from the imaging sequences, two analysis methods were applied.  The 

first approach was based on Ripley's K function.  From this analysis, the average probability of 

finding other loci within a certain distance from one locus was obtained, and it represented the 

degree of clustering of the loci and the typical width of the clusters if the loci form clusters.  Note 

that in our analysis, a modified Ripley's K function has been utilized to minimize the boundary effect.  

The other approach based on density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) 

was also applied to separate the loci into clusters and to figure out the difference between clusters.  

In DBSCAN analysis, if the number of other loci in the neighborhood of a specific distance, defined by 

a distance according to the locus density, is larger than an indicated threshold, this locus will be 

classified to belong into a cluster.  Then, each cluster can be sequentially identified through 

screening all the clustered loci by linking the neighboring ones.  Based on all the clusters and the 

belonging loci, the typical portion of clustered loci, the number portion of loci within a cluster, and 

the radius of a cluster can be then statistically resolved.    
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Results and Discussion 

A. The effects on clustering properties by over-expressed FliF or FlhA proteins 

As mentioned in the last sections, the distribution of the FlhA and FliF were super-resolved by 

the blinking of mScarlet-fused proteins. Also, the extracted positions of the FlhA and FliF in living 

cells were considered for the distribution analyses, as shown in Figure 1 to 4.  Also, the individual 

roles of the cluster formation can be revealed based on the difference in the clustering properties 

induced by over-expressed FliF or FlhA. 

First, according to the native distributions of FliF and FlhA, which can be resolved from the cells 

without induction, the average radii of the clusters of FliF and FhlA are larger than 250 nm. It 

suggests that there are extra clustering organizations of these proteins other than basal bodies, 

where the size of which is the size of a basal body is 20–30 nm, which is much smaller than that of 

the observed clusters. Second, the changes in the distributions and the portions of the proteins 

respective to different expression levels imply that the quantities of the proteins are the important 

factors for the modulations of the organizations.  The respective effects are discussed in detail as 

follows.  

 

260 → 380 nm

0.44 → 0.39

0.90 → 0.81

479 → 424 nm 5.2 → 3.8

A B

C D E

 

Figure 1  The distributions and clustering properties of FlhA proteins in different induction conditions of 

FlhA. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci within the 

typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion of 

clustered loci, and (E) the number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean values 

and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the meanS.E.M.. The 

cell numbers in the experiments are 111, 74, 47, and, 46 for respective IPTG induction concentrations, 0, 

20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  
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As shown in Figure 1 and 2, both of the organizations of the FlhA and FliF proteins are affected 

by the expression level of FlhA proteins.  Instead of the sizes of the clusters, the portions of the 

proteins in the cluster are also varied, and the respective influence is discussed as follows.  First, 

the different changing trains of the cluster sizes identified by Ripley’s L function and DBSCAN 

suggested the heterogeneities of the numbers of proteins between clusters and the respective 

behaviors of clusters.  It is understandable that Ripley’s L function, calculating the average of the 

single loci, represents the behaviors of the clusters containing more loci due to the weighting effects. 

The analyses of DBSCAN, showing the average of clusters, may explain better the behaviors of the 

clusters with fewer loci comparatively.  Therefore, based on the results shown in Figure 1, as more 

FlhA proteins were expressed, the loci-rich clusters are enlarged, but the loci-poor clusters are 

shirked.  Note that since the total qualities of FlhA were significantly increased due to induction, 

and the portions of clustered proteins were kept at a high level, the surface densities of the FlhA in 

all clusters are still increased as more FlhA in cells.  It also explains the enlargement of the sizes of 

FliF clusters, because the FliF proteins may be pushed to the outer regions of the clusters.  It also 

implies the stronger capability of clustering between the FlhA proteins.  

 

437 → 486 nm

0.52 → 0.42

0.91 4.1

A B

C D E

300 nm

 

Figure 2  The distributions and clustering properties of FliF proteins in different induction conditions of 

FlhA. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci within the 

typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion of 

clustered loci, and (E) the number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean values 

and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the meanS.E.M.. The 

cell numbers in the experiments are 98, 98, 94, and, 47 for respective IPTG induction concentrations, 0, 

20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  
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320 nm

0.42

422 nm

0.88
4.7 

A B

C D E

 

Figure 3  The distributions and clustering properties of FlhA proteins in different induction conditions of 

FliF. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci within the 

typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion of 

clustered loci, and (E) The number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean values 

and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the meanS.E.M.. The 

cell numbers in the experiments are 51, 69, 30, and, 26 for respective IPTG induction concentrations, 0, 

20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  

 

On the other hand, representing the roles of FliF on the protein organizations, the distribution 

and cluster analyses of FlhA and FliF are shown in Figure 3 and 4.  It is found that FliF proteins 

contribute only minor perturbation on the behaviors of FlhA but significant influence on those of 

FliF.  The enlarged cluster size and more clusters have been observed, when the number of cellular 

FliF increase.  Still, although the portion of the clustered FliF proteins seems reduced based on 

Ripley’s K function analysis, there should be more quantities of FliF were gathered in clusters since 

there were folds of FliF proteins expressed when induction.  The sizes of the FlhA clusters 

identified by DBSCAN is smaller than those of FliF clusters, the FliF proteins seem to spread wider 

than FlhA.  It consists of the results of the cells over-expressed FlhA and suggests their tendency of 

distribution in the outer region of the clusters.  Besides, the less influence on the FlhA clusters by 

FliF proteins may imply that the FliF proteins only play a supporting role for the organization of the 

clustering.  It also confirms the observation that the FliF proteins form clusters only at a high-level 

expression in fliC cells and the consequential inference that in the native condition, FliF requires 

the existence FlhA to assemble structures.  
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0.89
6.2 → 7.9

500 → 542 nm

300 nm

0.40 → 0.37

A B

C D E

 

Figure 4  The distributions and clustering properties of FliF proteins in different induction conditions of 

FliF. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci within the 

typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion of 

clustered loci, and (E) the number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean values 

and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the meanS.E.M.. The 

cell numbers in the experiments are 50, 40, 54, and, 39 for respective IPTG induction concentrations, 0, 

20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  

 

B. The effects on clustering properties by co-expressed FlhA and FliF proteins 

Other than over-expression of FlhA and FliF proteins individually, the responses of the FliF and 

FlhA induced by co-expression of both proteins were also measured to identify the cooperative 

behaviors of the two proteins, as shown in Figure 5 and 6.  The most significant response differ 

from the results in the last section, where only over-expressing one of the proteins, the average 

numbers of FlhA and FliF clusters both increase.  It suggests that although FlhA proteins may 

provide a stronger tendency of clusters, it still requires the FliF proteins to stabilize the formation of 

the clusters.  It also explains the difference between the clustering behaviors of FlhA proteins in 

FlhA over-expressed cells.  Instead of assembling into few clusters and presenting the 

heterogeneous number and size distributions of clusters, the FlhA proteins form more and smaller 

clusters where the FliF proteins were co-expressed.  Consequently, it is also understandable that 

the number increase and the size enlargement of FliF proteins.  Another interesting observation is 

that although with the cooperation of FliF proteins, more portion of the FlhA joins the formation of 

clusters, the portion of FliF in clusters reduces.  It implies that the stabilization of FlhA clusters may 

require only less number of FliF protein.  In other words, the interaction between FlhA and FliF 

does not follow a linear relationship. 
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320 → 220 nm

0.34 → 0.55

0.82 → 0.90
3.9 → 6.2426 nm

A B

C D E

 

Figure 5  The distributions and clustering properties of FlhA proteins in different co-induction condition 

of FlhA and FliF. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci 

within the typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion 

of clustered loci, and (E) the number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean values 

and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the meanS.E.M.. The 

cell numbers in the experiments are 59, 64, 66, and, 26 for respective IPTG induction concentrations, 0, 

20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  

0.88

573 → 639 nm

280 → 360 nm

0.43 → 0.36

8.3 → 11.4

A B

C D E

 

Figure 6  The distributions and clustering properties of FlhA proteins in different co-induction condition 

of FlhA and FliF. The analyses include (A) Ripley’s L function of distance, (B) the number portion of loci 

within the typical radius from L function, (C) the average gyradius of the clusters, (D) the number portion 

of clustered loci, and (E) The number of clusters. In (A), the lines and color bands indicate the mean 

values and standard errors at each distance. In (B)-(E), the values and error bars refer to the 

meanS.E.M.. The cell numbers in the experiments are 77, 102, 61, and, 37 for respective IPTG induction 

concentrations, 0, 20M, 80M, and, 320M, consequently.  
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Summary 

Overall, it can be concluded that the flagellar proteins, FliF and FlhA, form not only basal bodies 

but also larger clusters whose size and molecular surface density within are related to the expression 

level of FliF and FlhA.  Although these clusters may not present as precise structures as basal bodies, 

their structural detail still requires further investigation.  Based on the super-resolution resolved loci 

of FliF and FlhA proteins, the respective distributions of FliF and FlhA in different expression levels still 

suggest a rough mechanism of the formation of the clusters.  The FlhA proteins seem to play the 

leading role in the initiation of the cluster formation and the stabilization of the cluster then requires 

the participation of FliF.  On the other hand, from the limited changes of the sizes ad numbers of 

clusters in cells with folds of differences on the expression levels of FliF and FlhA, the clusters may 

behave as buffers recruiting the FliF and FlhA and be able to further control the number of flagella of 

a single cell by limiting the formation of the basal bodies from individual FliF and FlhA proteins on the 

cell membrane.    
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